Preface

It is our great pleasure to welcome you at IST Tecnico Lisboa, for our annual European Concurrent Engineering Conference (ECEC 2015), the FUture BUsiness TEChnology Conference (FUBUTEC 2015) and EUROMEDIA’2015, which are held from April 27th-29th, 2015 in the beautiful city of Lisbon, Portugal.

The accepted presentations for the conferences cover: Data Management, Logistics and Routing Optimization, Engineering Applications, VR Based Engineering, New Media Frontiers and Remote Education. The presentations provide an open forum for researchers from academia and other research communities to present, discuss and exchange related ideas, results, and experiences in these areas.

For the benefit of the participants and authors, we have endeavoured also to make the event an interesting one by inviting two high-level tutors to expand upon their research and share their knowledge for the general benefit of all those present.

The tutorials are by André Bigand of the Littoral University, Calais, France, who will give a tutorial on “Image Quality Assessment for Global Illumination Methods based on Machine Learning”, and by Paulo Goncalves of IDMEC/LAETA and Instituto Politecnico de Castelo Branco, Portugal, who will give a tutorial on “Robotic Assisted and Computer-Integrated Surgery”.

We would like to thank all the authors for submitting their research work within the conferences, as well as to the authors of accepted papers for their participation and presentation of the papers during this year's event.

Furthermore, we also hope you have some free time after the conferences to enjoy the beautiful city of Lisbon and its surroundings.

We look forward to meet you all again in April 2016 for next year’s edition of the conferences!

Paulo Jorge Sequeira Gonçalves  
and  
Philippe Geril

FUBUTEC-ECEC-EUROMEDIA’2015  
Conference Chairs